INVOXIA

PET TRACKER
Invoxia’s Pet Tracker is the ideal tracker to never lose your pet again.
Light and with a great battery life, it combines GPS and geolocation technology of
neighbouring Wi-Fi networks for a high-precision tracking in the city or the countryside. A 3-year subscription to low-consumption network Lora/Sigfox is included
(€9,99/year the following years).

Keep an eye on them
Up to 3-months
battery life

Only 15 grams

Waterproof
IP67

For any size of
collar

The app allows you to track your pet, set up “virtual fence”
zones, and to be notified whenever your pet enters and/
or exits these zones, as well as trace the paths taken over
a period of your choice.

Invoxia GPS
4,2/5 on App Store

Be notified whenever they
walk away

Find them wherever they are

Features

Specifications

·· Outdoor positioning via low power
GPS
·· Indoor and outdoor positioning via
WPS (Wi-Fi)
·· Close-proximity tracking with the
app (Bluetooth)

·· Dimensions : 42 x 24 x 17mm

·· The user can adjust the frequency
at which location points are
generated
·· Ability to create safety zones with
crossing alerts
·· Proximity tracking using the Pet
Tracker’s radar function
·· Rechargeable battery life: 1 to 6
months depending on modes
·· Specific algorithms to save battery
power depending on movements

·· Weight : 15g
·· USB-rechargeable battery
(non-replaceable)
·· Low Power MEMS microphone
·· Positionning : Wi-Fi positioning
system (WPS), GPS
·· Connectivity : BT4.0 (BLE), WPLAN
LoRa & SigFox (868MHz/915MHz)
·· Certification : CE, FCC, UN38.3, Lora
Alliance, Sigfox
·· Materials : Polycarbonate plastic
and Silicone attaches
·· IP67 protection against the
environment
·· Operating temperature range: 0°C
à 40°C

Support

·· Temperature range limits: -20°C à
60°C

·· iOS 10.0 or higher, compatible with
iPhone, iPad, and iPod touch
·· Android 5.0 (Lollipop) or higher

Package Contents
·· USB A to Micro-USB B charging cable
·· Quick Start Guide
·· Silicon straps: Strap for dog & car
collar and strap for medallion collar

·· Packaging dimensions:
178×100×25mm
·· Whole package weight: 120g
Input/Output
·· 1 button, 1 single-colour LED
·· 1 Micro-USB port
Software
·· Updates for the iOS and Android
apps available on the App Store and
Play Store
·· Updates for the Pet Tracker using
Bluetooth from the app
Safety
·· Securing of private data transfers
and storage
Design
·· Design by Invoxia, Paris /Assembled
in China
Warranty
·· 2 years in the EU, 1 year in other
countries

